
Shapely Pocketed Cardigan 
 

 
Supplies: 

Inter-changeable knitting needles or straight needles in size 7 and 8 and scrap yarn 

Darning needle 

Markers 

Safety pins 

10 ¾” wood buttons 

 

Measurements: 

NOTE: I have a 36” bust/hips, 30” waist (now) and this still fits well. 

34” bust (154 sts) 

27” waist (122 sts) 

34”+ hips (154 sts) 

12” sleeve opening (53 sts) 

17” collar (76 sts) 

 

Yarn: 

From Australia: “Click Clack Cleckheaton Merino Spun 80% merino wool 20% acrylic 

COL:0005 117m/ball” Bulky/12ply. 128 yards/skein x 9 skiens = 1152.0 yards 

 



Gauge: 

4.5 st/in 

 

Needles: 

Size 7 & 8 needles. 

 

Button hole: 

K3, bo2 

K1, co2, k3 

Repeat every eight rows. 

 

m1: 

1. With the right needle pick up the yarn between stitches. 

2. Put the left needle through the picked up yarn from back to front. 

3. Knit into the front of the yarn. 

 

m1r: 

4. With the right needle pick up the yarn between stitches. 

5. Put the left needle through the picked up stitch from front to back. 

6. Knit into the back of the yarn. 

 

 

Collar: 

Cast on 82 sts with size 8 needles (6sts for each button band, 70sts for the body). 

1. K all. 

2. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

3. K all 

4. K all 

5. K6, *p2, k2,* k6 

6. K6, *k2, p2,* k6 

7. Button hole, *p2, k2,* k6 

8. K6, *k2, p2,* button hole. 

9. Repeat rows 5 & 6 eight times. 

10. Repeat rows 7 & 8. From this point on repeat the button hole every eight rows. 

11. Repeat rows 5 & 6 once. 

12. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

13. K all 

14. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

End collar. 

 

Raglan increase: 

15. K6, p13, pm, p7, pm, p31, pm, p7, pm, p12, k6. 

16. K to marker, m1, sm, k1, m1r, knit to end. 

17. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

Repeat rows 16 & 17 23 more times. 

24 sets of increases (6, 36 + 1, 54 + 1, 78 + 1, 54 + 1, 36, 6 =  270 sts). 



 

Arm split: 

18. Button hole, purl to last 6, k6 

19. Knit to first marker, *sm, k1; slip 54 sts to spare needles or scrap yarn, remove 

marker, knit to next marker,* knit to last 6, button hole. 

20. K6, purl to last 6, k6 

21. K all. 

Repeat rows 23 & 24 10 more times, or until the peak of the breast is just reached. (166 

sts) 

 

Short row shaping: 

Short row shaping is recommended for size C or greater. It is a bit of a pain on a 

cardigan, but I found it really improved the fit of the cardigan. The first step is to 

determine how much shaping is required. To determine how many short-rows are needed 

take a piece of string and fix it at your shoulder (to your bra strap with a safety pin). Pull 

the string over the largest part of your breast and mark the length of the string where it 

hits under your breast. Now move the string so that it goes around the side of your breast 

instead, and mark the bottom of your breast on the string. The difference between these 

two markers is the amount of short-row shaping required. Say this is 1in. If you don’t do 

short-row shaping than the front of your sweater will be an inch shorter in the front 

compared to the back. If the row count is 6 rows/in then you will need to do six rows of 

short-row shaping – which means wrapping and twisting (w&t) 3 times (per breast). This 

was the amount of short-row shaping done for a 34C bra size. 

Here is a great tutorial on how to do short-row shaping: 

http://www.knitpicks.com/images/pdf/ShortRowTutorial.pdf 

 

22. K6, k36, w&t. 

23. Purl to last 6, k6. 

24. K6, k35, w&t. 

25. Purl to last 6, k6. 

26. K6, k34, w&t. 

27. Purl to last 6, k6. 

28. Knit across, knitting wraps with wrapped stitches, until the center of the back is 

reached. Break yarn. 

You have added short rows to the front of half of the cardigan, now add short row 

shaping to the other half: 

29. Beginning at the button band on the other side of the cardigan p6, p36, w&t. 

30. K to last 6, p6. 

31. P6, p35, w&t. 

32. K to last 6, p6. 

33. P6, p34, w&t. 

34. K to last 6, p6. 

35. Purl across, purling wraps with wrapped stitches, until the center of the back is 

reached. Break yarn. Tie yarn together with yarn from first half. 

 

Waist decreases: 



Begin anew on the right side of the cardigan. 

36. *Knit to marker, ssk, k2, k2tog,* knit to end. 

37. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

38. K all. 

39. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

Repeat rows 36-39 seven more times (eight total sets of decreases). (134 sts) 

 

Hip & bustle increases: 

40. Knit to marker, m1, sm, k2, m1r, *k14, m1, place marker, k2, m1r,* (repeat twice) 

k14 (should be to other waist marker), m1, sm, k2, m1r, knit to end. 

41. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

42. K all. 

43. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

44. *Knit to marker, m1, sm, k2, m1r,* knit to end. 

Repeat rows 41-44 six more times (eight total sets of increases). (214 sts) 

45. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

46. K all. 

47. K6, purl to last 6, k6. 

 

Bustle only increases: 

48. Knit to first marker, remove marker, *knit to marker, m1, sm, k2, m1r,* repeat twice, 

knit to marker, remove marker, knit to end. 

49. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

50. K all. 

51. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

52. *Knit to marker, m1, sm, k2, m1r,* knit to end. 

53. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

54. K all. 

55. K6, p to last 6, k6. (226 sts) 

 

56. Knit to first marker, remove marker, knit to center marker, m1, sm, k2, m1r, knit to 

marker, remove marker, knit to end. 

57. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

58. K all. 

59. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

60. *Knit to marker, m1, sm, k2, m1r,* knit to end. 

61. K6, p to last 6, k6. 

62. K all. 

63. K6, p to last 6, k6. (230 sts) 

Repeat 60-63 once more (234 sts). 

 

Bottom Border: 

64. P all. 

65. K all. 

66. P all. 

Bind off all stitches. 



 

 
 

Sleeves: 

I used two circular needles for the sleeves in the round, so no stitches were reserved for 

seaming. If you plan on seaming then skip the first round of decreases. 

67. Knit to last 2 sts, pm, k2tog. 

68. Knit around to the marker 5 more rows. 

Repeat rows 1 & 2 6 more times (7 sets of decreases total). (40 sts) 

69. Knit around to the marker 18 more times; to just below the elbow. 

 

Bottom border: 

70. Purl 3 rows. 

71. Knit 1 row. 

72. *p2, k2*, repeat for 24 rows total. 

Switch to size 7 needles and repeat row 72 again. 

73. Knit 1 row. 

74. Purl 3 rows. 

Bind off all stitches. 

 

 

Pockets: 



Place safety pins on either side 12 rows up and 16 columns in from the bottom corners. 

Place a second set of safety pins 12 rows up and 35 columns in from the bottom corners. 

Pick up 20 stitches between the two pins; I did this by using a crotchet hook slipped 

beneath the “v” of the stockinette stitch on the cardigan – then I transferred the stitches to 

the knitting needles. You have to pick up the stitches from right to left (facing the 

sweater). 

75. Purl all stitches. 

76. S1, k to end. 

77. S1, p to end. 

Repeat rows 76 & 77 11 more times.  

78. S1, p to end. 

79. S1, k to end. 

80. S1, p to end. 

81. Sl, bind off all stitches. 

 

Push cast-on tails to the inside of the jacket before stitching up pockets. 

Place safety pins on either side 40 rows up and 16 columns in from the bottom corners. 

Place a second set of safety pins 40 rows up and 35 columns in from the bottom corners. 

The new safety pins are where the upper corners of the pockets should be stitched up to. 

 

82. Stitch down pocket sides by coming up through a stitch on the jacket and one on the 

edge of the pocket.  

83. Put the needle through the next stitch up on the pocket, from front to back, then 

through the next stitch up on the jacket. 

84. Come up from the inside of the jacket one stitch up, and through the same stitch 

previously used on the pocket. 

85. Put the needle through the next stitch up on the pocket and through one up on the 

jacket. 

Continue for 30 stitches. 

86. Pull all strands to the inside and weave in. 

 

 

Button band: 

Left front: 

Pick up stitches from the neck down (126 sts, but this might be different depending on 

your length). I picked up 2 out of every 3 sts a half stitch in from the edge. 

87. K all 

88. P all 

89. *K2tog, yo, k12* 

90. *P1, drop yo from previous row, yo* 

91. *K1, drop yo from previous row, yo* 

92. *P1, drop yo from previous row, purl last two yo together* 

93. K all 

94. P all 



The next row is tricky; it involves stitching the original button band and the new picked-

up button band together while binding off! If you want an easier way then just bind off all 

stitches and sew the two layers together. 

95. Knit the next row, and while doing so knit it together with the underlying layer; *knit 

together with a ridge, knit together with a valley, (skip a ridge on the underlying 

layer) knit together with a valley, knit together with a ridge, (skip a ridge on the 

underlying layer)* 

Bind off all stitches knit-wise. 

 

Right front: 

Pick up stitches from the bottom to the top, excluding the top and bottom borders of 

reverse stst (126 sts for me). 

96. K all 

97. P all 

98. K all 

99. P all 

100. K all 

101. P all 

102. K all 

103. P all 

104. Repeat row 95 

Bind off all stitches knit-wise. 

 

Sew on buttons. I found it more comfortable to sew on the top two buttons so that the two 

sides faced each other when buttoned, rather than laying on top of each other (see 

picture). This has the added benefit of the top two buttons showing when the collar is 

unbuttoned and laying open. 

 

 
 



Hood: Someday ☺ 


